Abstract
Introduction 46
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are frequently distinguished from extratropical cyclones bydifferences in their vertical structure of temperature and wind. TC vortices are "warm core", 48 which means that the tropospheric temperature within the inner-core of the cyclone is warmer 49 than the surrounding environment. Since the tangential wind fields of TCs are nearly balanced 50 (Willoughby 1990 ), thermal wind dictates that this negative radial temperature gradient balances 51 tangential winds that are maximized at low-levels and decrease with height. The first 52 observational studies that attempted to determine the radial and vertical temperature structure of 53
TCs analyzed flight-level temperature measurements at multiple altitudes of Hurricanes Cleo 54 
Hawkins and Imbembo 1976). Using the Jordan (1958) mean sounding as a reference profile, 56
these studies concluded that the maximum inner-core perturbation temperature typically occurred 57 between 250-300 hPa, although a secondary maximum near 600-650 hPa was observed in Inez. 58
Primarily because of these initial observational studies, it became widely accepted that 59 the height of the maximum perturbation temperature (or "warm core") in TCs is typically 60 confined to the upper-troposphere. However, more recent studies have suggested that this may 61 not be the case, with Stern and Nolan (2012) arguing that the inner-core temperature structure in 62
TCs is simply not well known. This conjecture is mainly because, until recently, many of the 63 flights into TCs were performed primarily below 6 km, and the duration of storm sampling was 64 typically ~6 h. Halverson et al. (2006) used dropsondes deployed by NASA's DC-8 (from 11-12 65 km height) and ER-2 (from 19 km) aircraft on 10 September 2001 into Hurricane Erin and found 66 a maximum perturbation temperature (using an environmental dropsonde as a reference profile) 67 of 11 K near 500 hPa. In addition, Durden (2013) composited high-altitude dropsondes from 68 flights (Braun et al. 2016 ). Three two-way nested domains are utilized with horizontal grid 159 spacings of 27, 9, and 3 km, and all domains have 43 vertical levels and a model top at 10 hPa. 160
The outermost domain is fixed, while the inner domains follow the vortex of the TC of interest. 161
All physics configurations in WRF are the same as in Munsell et al. (2017) . 162
The PSU WRF-EnKF system was first initialized for the invest area that eventually 163 became Edouard at 0000 UTC 4 September, utilizing Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses. 164
The first data assimilation cycle was performed on all three domains 12 h into integration, and 165
continuous cycling occurred at 3 h intervals thereafter. The initial and lateral boundary 166 conditions for the ensemble were generated by adding perturbations derived from the 167 background error covariance of the WRF variational data assimilation system (Barker et al. 168 2004) . In addition, in order to examine Edouard's inner-core temperature structure throughout its 169 period of strong intensity, 40 of the 60 ensemble members (those that comprised the composite 170 groups in Munsell et al. 2017 ; detailed below) were extended an additional 42-h through 1200 171 UTC 18 September, resulting in a 168-h forecast initialized at 1200 UTC 11 September. 172
Observations of Hurricane Edouard's inner-core temperature structure 173
During the 2014 campaign of HS3, four flights utilizing NASA's Global Hawk were 174 performed throughout the lifetime of Hurricane Edouard. These flights spanned Edouard's 175 evolution from a newly formed tropical storm (11-12 September), the significant period of 176 intensification to a strong category 2 TC (14-15 September), Edouard's maintenance near peak 177 intensity (16-17 September), and Edouard's rapid weakening as it began to transition to an 178 extratropical cyclone (18-19 September; Braun et al. 2016 ). The first two Edouard flights 179 occurred during the original 5-day simulation window (15-27 h and 72-93 h), while the third 180 flight was performed within the 42-h extension of part of the ensemble forecast (123-141 h). 181
Observations collected during the third HS3 flight, including 87 AVAPS dropsondes (Wick 182 2015) deployed from ~18 km and data from the University of Wisconsin's Scanning High-183
Resolution Interferometer Sounder (S-HIS; Revercomb 2015) , contain information about the 184 inner-core temperature structure of Edouard. The dropsondes have been quality controlled and 185 postprocessed at the NCAR Earth Observing Laboratory (EOL) using NCAR's Atmospheric 186
Sounding Processing Environment (ASPEN) software (Young et al. 2014 ). None of the HS3 187 observations were assimilated in the ensemble forecast analyzed in this study, as they were not 188 available at the time of initialization. 189
Eight flights from two NOAA P-3 and a G-IV aircraft were also performed throughout 190
Edouard's lifetime between 12 and 17 September as part of the NOAA Intensity Forecasting 191
Experiment (IFEX; Rogers et al. 2013a). This study utilizes data collected by the TDR to analyze 192
Edouard's wind field and overall structure; dropsondes deployed by the P-3 and G-IV are not 193 utilized to examine the inner-core temperature structure because of the P-3's significantly lower 194 deployment altitude and the G-IV's focus on the sampling of the TC's environment. 195
Results and Discussion

196
PSU WRF-EnKF ensemble track and intensity evolution 197
As the primary goal of this study is to examine the evolution of the inner-core 198 temperature structure of Edouard throughout the period of significant intensification, the 126-h 199 forecast chosen for analysis encompasses the TC's designation as a tropical depression through 200 peak intensity (1200 UTC 11 September-1800 UTC 16 September). This ensemble is identical to 201 that investigated extensively in Munsell et al. (2017) , which examined the predictability and 202 dynamics associated with the variability in RI-onset times within the ensemble. This ensemble 203 was also used to study various other aspects of the dynamics and predictability of Edouard (Tang 204 to weaken (although not as significantly as in the Best Track) as Edouard turns towards the 226 northeast and into less favorable environmental conditions. However, the slower and more 227 westward positions of the POOR members lead to some intensification after 144 h. Much of the 228 analysis in this study of the ensemble variability of the inner-core temperature structure 229 evolution utilizes these composite groups, and the forecasts of the remaining 20 ensemble 230 members (Other in Fig. 1) were not extended. Though the evolution of the majority (15) of the 231 "Other" members resembles that of the GOOD members, the cumulative root-mean square 232 intensity errors are larger than in the GOOD members. The remaining 5 "Other" members do not 233 significantly intensify, as in POOR. 234
Comparison of PSU WRF-EnKF wind field to observations 235
Before analyzing the observed and modeled inner-core temperature structure of Edouard 236 in greater detail, it is useful to compare the observed horizontal and tangential wind fields to the 237 ensemble since the structure of the tangential winds is closely related to the inner-core 238 temperature structure through thermal wind balance. The 14 September P3 flight occurred near the beginning of Edouard's intensification 252 from a tropical storm to a strong category-2 hurricane. The P3 data (Fig. 2a) show that Edouard 253 was somewhat asymmetric at this time, with the maximum 2-km winds of ~40 m s -1 located to 254 the north of the surface center. The surface radius of maximum winds (RMW) was ~25 km, 255 while 30 m s -1 winds extended upwards through a height of ~8 km in this region (Fig. 3a) . The 256 GOOD composite at this time ( Fig. 2d) simulates most of the same characteristics, though the 257 simulated vortex is slightly more asymmetric with the maximum 2-km winds (~36 m s -1 ) located 258 northeast of the surface center. In addition, the GOOD composite vortex has a larger RMW of 259 ~40 km, and the vortex is slightly weaker and shallower with 30 m s -1 wind up to only ~5 km 260 (Fig. 3d) . It is evident in the composites from 15 September that the period of intensification was 261 Despite general agreement between the P3 data and the GOOD composites on 14 and 15 266 September, the composites are markedly different from the radar analyses on 16 September. The 267 P3 data and the dropsondes deployed during the 16-17 September HS3 flight (Fig. 2c) indicate 268 that the vortex at 2 km weakened to ~45 m s -1 , with the strongest winds located to the southeast 269 of the surface center. A secondary wind maximum is also apparent in the observations ~50 km 270 east of the center, as an ERC was occurring throughout these flights. However, the GOOD 271 composite (Fig. 2f) shows a stronger (~60 m s -1 ) and more symmetric vortex with no evidence of 272 a secondary wind maximum. The vertical cross section of P3 tangential wind data (Fig. 3c)  273 indicates that Edouard's near-surface winds (~0.5 km) decreased somewhat to ~44 m s -1 , and the 274 RMW contracted to 30 km and became more upright with height. Conversely, the near-surface 275 winds of the GOOD composite vortex are significantly stronger (upwards of 60 m s -1 ), the RMW 276 remains at 40 km, and the outward slope of the RMW has increased (Fig. 3f) . 277
Though there is considerable disagreement between the observed and simulated 278 composites on 16-17 September, the simulation results can still provide useful insights at this 279 time. The disagreement results from the failure of some GOOD members to capture an ERC and 280 also a tendency of GOOD to decay at a slower rate than observed. The GOOD_LATE 281 composites at this time are in better agreement with the observed composites, as the minimum 282 SLP (Fig. 1b) , horizontal 2-km winds (Fig. 2i) , 0.5-km tangential winds, and the RMW (Fig. 3i)  283 are comparable. However, due to their later RI onsets, the GOOD_LATE members reach their 284 peak intensities just prior to this time. Despite the lack of any secondary wind maxima in the 285 composites, a closer examination of the evolution of the 1-km tangential winds and vertical 286 velocities reveals that a majority (14 out of 20) of the GOOD and GOOD_LATE members show 287 evidence of an ERC (not shown). Therefore, although neither the GOOD nor GOOD_LATE 288 members simulate the exact structural evolution of Edouard, both composite groups are able to 289 accurately capture RI, and many members replicate the ERC in the decay phase. This allows for 290 reasonable comparisons to the observed inner-core temperature structure. 291
Analysis of the observed warm core 292
The inner-core temperature structure of Edouard was only sufficiently sampled for 293 further analysis throughout the 16-17 September flight, when Edouard was a strong category 2 294 storm. During this period, 87 dropsondes were deployed, with 21 of them passing within 50 km 295 of the surface center 2 at some point during their descent. The positions of these inner-core 296 dropsondes, color-coded by distance from Edouard's surface center, are shown in Fig. 4a . It 297 should be noted that only 6 of these dropsondes are confined to within 20 km of Edouard's 298 surface center throughout descent, which can lead to an underestimation of the magnitude of the 299 inner-core perturbation temperature. 300
The vertical profiles of wind speed as measured by the 16-17 September inner-core 301 dropsondes are shown in environmental profile calculated using available observational or numerical data within a 316 specified range of distance from the surface center of the TC of interest. Durden (2013) explored 317 the impacts of using a mean climatological (Dunion) versus a near-storm environmental 318 reference profile and found that the resulting perturbation temperature structures were at higher 319 altitudes and had larger magnitudes in perturbation temperature when a climatological sounding, 320 such as Dunion (2011) distinct perturbation temperature maxima, one between 4 and 6 km and the other between 7 and 334 9 km (Figs. 5a, 5c, and 5f). Both of these near-center perturbation temperature maxima are of 335 similar strength, ~10-12 K. A few of these dropsondes also have a third maxima of similar 336 strength near ~10 km (Figs. 5e and 5g). However, the majority of the dropsondes closer to 337
Edouard's RMW (~30 km) have only one maximum in perturbation temperature, predominantly 338 between heights of 7 and 9 km. Furthermore, this single perturbation temperature maximum (~7-339 9 K) is weaker than the perturbation temperature maxima that are closer to the surface center, 340 consistent with Zawislak et al. (2016) . Regardless of distance from the TC surface center, nearly 341 all inner-core dropsondes measure decreasing perturbation temperatures above 10 km, and there 342 is no evidence of upper-tropospheric maxima in perturbation temperature through heights of 18 343
km. 344
In addition to the dropsondes released on 16-17 September, additional observations of 345
Edouard's inner-core temperature structure were obtained from the airborne S-HIS and the 346 spaceborne Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A). Figure 6 shows a radius-height 347 cross section of the azimuthally averaged composite inner-core perturbation temperature for 348
Edouard for these observational sources and the GOOD_LATE members from the WRF-EnKF 349 ensemble. All composites in 
evident. 359
The azimuthal-mean perturbation temperature composite for the S-HIS data is shown in 360 Fig. 6c . It should be noted that the capability of the S-HIS to sample the warm core is limited 361 since this instrument cannot "see" through clouds. Within the eye region, however, where the 362 cloud cover is reduced, a region of relatively strong (~10-11 K) perturbation temperatures is 363 sampled between heights of 7 and 10 km within radii of up to 25 km. Therefore, the overall 364 structure of the inner-core temperature appears to be similar between the S-HIS and dropsonde 365 data for the 16-17 September HS3 flight, with the S-HIS analysis slightly cooler than the 366 perturbation temperature maxima measured by the dropsondes. 367
In addition to direct measurements of Edouard's inner-core temperature structure, 368 remote-sensing instruments on satellites also have some skill in resolving the warm core of TCs 369 Studies (UW-CIMSS); the environmental reference profile used to calculate perturbation 375 temperatures is created from temperature retrievals at various points around the TC that are ~500 376 km from the surface center. The composite perturbation temperature structure reveals two 377 distinct maxima in perturbation temperature, one slightly higher in the atmosphere (~9-11 km) 378 than in either the dropsonde or S-HIS data, and one significantly lower in the atmosphere (near 379 the surface). In addition, the magnitudes of these maxima are much weaker (~4 K for the upper 380 maximum and ~6 K for the near-surface maximum). This incongruent inner-core perturbation 381 temperature structure almost certainly results from the lack of horizontal and vertical resolution 382 in the AMSU-A data; the 6 channels (4-9) utilized to construct this composite perform 383 temperature retrievals at horizontal resolution of 48 km at nadir and have weighting functions 384 that are maximized at heights of ~1, 5, 10, 12, 15, and 17.5 km, respectively. Based on this 385 composite, it is clear that the AMSU-A temperature retrievals are inadequate for observing the 386 inner-core temperature structure of Edouard. 387
Analysis of the simulated warm core: Comparison to observations 388
Although both the horizontal and tangential wind composite comparisons between the P3 389 data and the WRF-EnKF ensemble were mostly favorable (Figs. 2 and 3 ), Edouard's simulated 390
inner-core temperature structure should also be verified before more in-depth analysis is 391 performed. Figure 6a shows the azimuthal-mean vertical cross section of perturbation 392 temperature for the GOOD_LATE members at 0000 UTC 17 September, which coincides with 393 the approximate midpoint of the 16-17 September HS3 flight. The height of the maximum 394 perturbation temperature in the eye region in the GOOD_LATE composite is ~6 km, which 395 agrees fairly well with the height of the lowest perturbation temperature maximum in the 396 dropsondes. However, unlike in the innermost dropsondes, there is only one distinct maximum in 397 perturbation temperature in the eye, the radial extent of this maximum (perturbations of at least 8 398 K) is only ~30 km, and the vertical extent of these perturbations is confined to below 9 km. 399
The overall vertical structure of composite GOOD_LATE inner-core temperature is 400 somewhat consistent with the dropsonde data, as the region of the most significant perturbation 401 temperatures (at least 7 K) extends upwards from a height of ~4 km and the strength of the 402 maximum in temperature perturbation is ~10-12 K in both composites (Figs. 6a and 6b) . To 403 more quantitatively compare the inner-core temperature structure of GOOD_LATE and the 404 dropsondes, perturbation temperatures averaged within a 50-km radius and over various altitude 405 ranges are calculated throughout the period of the HS3 flight (Figs. 7a-7c) . At the beginning of 406 the HS3 flight (~1500 UTC 16 September; 123 h), the observed inner-core perturbation 407 temperatures were warmer (~4 K) than in the GOOD_LATE composite in all three layers. 408 However, by 6 h into the flight (~2100 UTC 16 September; 129 h) as Edouard began to weaken, 409 the dropsondes and the GOOD_LATE members are in better agreement (primarily within a 410 standard deviation of each other) and remain so for the remainder of the flight, with layer-411 averaged inner-core perturbation temperatures of ~6-7 K in the low-to mid-levels (4-6 km) and 412 ~7-9 K in the mid-to upper-levels (6-8 km and 8-10 km). 413
A scatterplot of the height of the temperature maximum as a function of radius for 414 dropsondes and the GOOD_LATE composite (Fig. 7d) expands upon the comparisons of the 415 strength of the maximum inner-core perturbation temperature in the selected layers. The 416 maximum perturbation temperature in the GOOD_LATE composite within a 10-km radius is 417 ~10 K at a height of 6 km, while the dropsondes measured a slightly stronger and higher 418 maximum perturbation temperature (~11-12 K at a height of ~8 km). The height of the 419 temperature maximum increases with radius, while the strength decreases in both the dropsondes 420 and the GOOD_LATE composite. Although the temperature-maxima heights are in agreement 421 between the two datasets at all radii outwards of 10 km, the GOOD_LATE perturbation 422 temperature maxima are ~2-3 K cooler than those measured by the dropsondes. Despite some 423 minor discrepancies, the available observations of Edouard's inner-core temperature structure 424 obtained throughout the 16-17 September HS3 flight compare favorably with the GOOD_LATE 425 composite, which allows for additional analysis of the development of the warm core within the 426 WRF-EnKF ensemble. 427
Analysis of the simulated warm core: Relationship to RI 428
The 10-member composite groups from the WRF-EnKF ensemble are now utilized to 429 explore the relationship between Edouard's inner-core temperature structure and RI-onset time. 430 Figure 8 shows radius-height cross sections of azimuthal-mean perturbation temperature for the 431 GOOD_EARLY (Fig. 8a), GOOD (Fig. 8b) , GOOD_LATE (Fig. 8c) , and POOR (Fig. 8d ) 432 composite groups at 0000 UTC 17 September (132 h), which coincides with the midpoint of the 433 HS3 flight just after Edouard's peak intensity. GOOD_EARLY and GOOD members had 434 respectively completed their intensification about 24 and 12 hours before this time, and the two 435 composites have fairly similar perturbation temperature structures. A distinct and relatively 436 strong maximum in perturbation temperature of ~10 K is present in the mid-levels in both 437 composites, although this maximum is slightly higher (~7 km rather than ~6 km), and the radial 438 extent of the 10 K contour is slightly larger in GOOD_EARLY (~20 km rather than ~10 km). 439
As the other composites differ in evolutionary stages, more discrepancy exists in their 440
inner-core temperature structures at this time. At 132 h, the GOOD_LATE members have just 441
reached their peak intensities but are ~15 kts weaker than the GOOD_EARLY or GOOD 442 members at their peak intensities (Fig. 1c) . This difference is reflected in the perturbation 443 temperature structures; the magnitude of the warm core is ~1.5 K cooler in GOOD_LATE, and 444 the region of most significant perturbation temperature (at least ~8 K) does not extend upwards 445 as high (~8.5 km as opposed to ~10.5 km). In addition, the warming is not as deep, as 446 perturbation temperatures exceeding 4 K do not extend above 12 km (Fig. 8c) . Finally, although 447 some of the POOR members begin to intensify towards the end of the 7-day simulation window, 448 these late-developing members have only just begun intensification at 132 h, and a developing 449 warm core at ~7 km of ~4 K is present (Fig. 8d) . 450
Additional insight on warm-core evolution can be derived from the availability of WRF-451
EnKF ensemble output across the simulation window. Figure 9 shows the 7-day evolution of the 452 inner-core area-averaged (within a radius of 25-km) perturbation temperature vertical structure 453 for the four composite groups. For the developing composites (GOOD_EARLY, GOOD, and 454 GOOD_LATE), the RI-onset times of the respective composites are also indicated; the POOR 455 members do not significantly intensify in the simulation window. All composite groups initially 456 have weak mid-level inner-core perturbation temperatures (< 2 K), as the members are only of 457 tropical depression or weak tropical storm strength and substantial warming has not yet occurred 458 throughout the vortex. In the GOOD_EARLY and GOOD composites (Figs. 9a and 9b) , some 459 warming (average perturbation temperatures of ~3 K) is evident ~24 h prior to RI onset in the 460 low-to mid-levels (~4-6 km). In the GOOD_LATE composite (Fig. 9c) , a similar pattern of 461 warming begins up to 48 h prior to RI onset (~48 h; as in GOOD); however, onset of RI is not 462 imminent and the moderate warming is confined to below 6 km until just prior to RI (~96 h). warming is not a trigger of RI; this possibility will be explored in more detail below. As 468 intensification proceeds in the GOOD_EARLY, GOOD, and GOOD_LATE composites, 469 warming occurs throughout most of the vortex (~2-10 km) over the first 24 h of RI, with 470 maximum perturbation temperatures of ~7 K present in the mid-levels (6-8 km). 471
By 48-72 h after RI onset has begun in the developing composites, the overall maximum 472 temperature perturbation (~9-11 K) has developed at a height of ~7-8 km. The maximum 473 temperature perturbation in each of the composites has not only increased in magnitude over 474 time, but the height of the maximum warming has also steadily increased from ~3-5 km prior to 475 RI-onset upwards to ~7-8 km after intensification. Throughout this period, as Edouard is steadily 476 intensifying, warming has become more prevalent throughout the entirety of the vertical column, 477 with perturbation temperatures of at least ~4 K approaching 14-16 km in GOOD_EARLY and 478 GOOD. However, this upper-level warming is likely a consequence of the significant 479 intensification that Edouard is undergoing throughout this period, as these perturbation 480 temperatures do not develop at these heights until 24-48 h after RI onset. 481
Throughout the 7-day simulation window, significant inner-core perturbation 482 temperatures do not develop in POOR (Fig. 9d) , as significant intensification does not occur in 483 these members. A developing warm core becomes apparent in the last 24 h of the simulation 484 (144-168 h), as about half of the POOR members begin intensifying (Figs. 1b and 1c) . However, 485 the intensification is in its early stages, and the simulation would need to be further extended to 486 examine the perturbation temperature structure evolution in more detail. 487
Analysis of the simulated warm core: Ensemble composite group variability 488
The WRF-EnKF ensemble also allows for the analysis of the variability of the 489 development of Edouard's warm core for ensemble members that have a very similar intensity 490 evolution (e.g. within the composite groups). Figure 10 shows radius-height cross sections of 491 azimuthal-mean temperature perturbation for 9 randomly chosen members (out of 10 for ease of 492 presentation) of the GOOD composite group just after peak intensity (0000 UTC 17 September). 493
The inner-core temperature structures of the individual GOOD members have some broad 494 similarities to the GOOD composite temperature structure at this time (Fig. 8b) . The maximum 495 inner-core temperature perturbations are located in the mid-levels (primarily ~6 km), while 496 perturbations of at least 8 K extend ~20 km radially outwards in the vicinity of the maximum. 497
However, variability in the precise height and strength of the maximum temperature 498 perturbations across the members is notably present. For example, within the temperature 499 structures of the 9 members, the height of the maximum perturbation temperature can occur as 500 low as 5 km (Figs. 10b, 10e, and 10h) or as high as 9 km (Fig. 10g) , while the strength of this 501 maximum varies from as weak as 9 K (Fig. 10g) to as strong as 12 K (Figs. 10a and 10b) . It 502 should also be noted that none of the members have upper-level (>10 km) perturbation 503 temperature maxima, as has been seen in numerous previous modeling studies. In addition, at the 504 height of the perturbation temperature maxima, the radial extent of the most significant warming 505 does not vary as substantially. However, throughout the profile perturbation temperatures of at 506 least 7.5 K can at times be confined to within 25 km of the surface center (Fig. 10e ), but they can 507 also extend as much as 40 km outwards (Figs. 10b, 10h, and 10i ). 508 Figure 11 shows the evolution of the area-averaged (within 25 km radius) perturbation 509 temperature vertical structure for the same 9 randomly chosen GOOD members whose radius-510 height cross-sections of perturbation temperature are in Fig. 10 . The storms in these members 511 undergo slow, yet steady intensification over the first 72 h before a period of RI begins, 512 coincident with the Best Track RI onset (Figs. 1b and 1c) . Variations in the exact timing of RI 513 onset across the members of the GOOD composite group are limited to 6 h or less; therefore, the 514 composite RI-onset time is indicated on all panels in Fig. 11 . As in the comparisons between the 515 radius-height cross sections of perturbation temperature, the evolution of both the composite 516 (Fig. 9b) and the individual members of GOOD share some general characteristics. Little to no 517 warming is present over the first 24 h throughout the vertical column, as the members do not 518 strengthen appreciably over this period. In addition, as RI onset is approached between 24-72 h, 519 evidence of moderate warming exists in most of the ensemble members (and as a result, in the 520 composite) in the low-to mid-levels (2-6 km), and stronger perturbation temperatures (at least 8 521
K) do not develop until 24 h after RI has begun. 522
Despite these general similarities in inner-core perturbation temperature development, 523 variability in the vertical temperature structure evolution is also present amongst the GOOD 524 composite members. The moderate warming (mostly less than 5 K) that is consistently present in 525 the GOOD members prior to RI is primarily confined to heights below 6 km but can occur as 526 high as 8 km (Fig. 11g) . In addition, the magnitude of this pre-RI warming can be as weak as 3 K 527 (Fig. 11c) , or as strong as 6.5 K (Fig. 11i) . In the 24 h after RI onset, nearly all of the GOOD 528 members have perturbation temperature structures that steadily increase in magnitude up to 6-8 529 K while extending upwards with height through 10 km. Over the next 24-48 h, the maxima in 530 perturbation temperature develop as the members approach their peak intensities and 531 subsequently begin to decay (Figs. 1b and 1c) . However, differences are present in the evolution 532 of the heights at which the maxima exist. In some of the members, perturbation temperatures of 533 at least 9 K first appear ~24 h after RI onset at heights between 4-6 km and steadily increase 534 upwards to ~8 km within ~60 hours after RI onset (Figs. 11b, 11d, and 11f ). Other members see 535 the maxima more abruptly rise to ~8 km about 48 h after RI begins (Figs. 11e and 11g) . Finally, 536 the stronger perturbation temperatures in the majority of the rest of members develop at heights 537 of 6-8 km and are maintained at this level throughout this period (Figs. 11a, 11c, and 11i) . 538
Factors contributing to the differences in the inner-core temperature structures are next 539 briefly explored. Comprehensive potential temperature budget analyses performed in Stern and 540
Zhang (2013a and b) showed that perturbation temperature maxima are typically confined to the 541 mid-levels due to a secondary maximum in static stability. Meanwhile, the upper-level descent 542 maximum is coincident with a minimum in static stability, which prevents concentrated warming 543 at these heights. In addition, in TCs embedded in moderate vertical wind shear environments 544 (such as Edouard) , increased mixing at the eye-eyewall interface is likely. However, strong 545 inertial stability of the vortex can allow for parcels to remain in the eye for several days, 546 influencing the inner-core temperature structure. Following the Stern and Zhang studies, the 547 evolutions of vertical velocity, static, and inertial stability are examined for a few GOOD 548 members (not shown). All of these members maximize descent in the upper-levels and have 549 static stability profiles with secondary maxima in the mid-levels and minima in the upper-levels, 550 which produce a mid-level warm core. However, variability is present in these evolutions as 551 well, as larger magnitudes of mid-level static stability tend to be associated with more significant 552 mid-level perturbation temperature maxima, while stronger and deeper vortices (as indicated by 553 inertial stability) are typically associated with stronger warm cores. These relationships explain 554 some of the variability present in the GOOD inner-core temperature structures, though it should 555 be noted that these variables are only weakly correlated (not shown). 556
Significant variation in the inner-core perturbation temperature evolution within GOOD 557 (with the strongest warming occurring well after RI onset) despite very similar intensity 558 evolutions suggests that changes in the height and strength of the maximum perturbation 559 temperature are not necessarily associated with TC intensity or subsequent intensity trends. This 560 hypothesis will be explored quantitatively in the next section. 561
Analysis of the simulated warm core: Correlation analyses 562
This section uses correlation analyses to quantitatively examine the potential 563 relationships between the perturbation temperature structure and the TC intensity. Figure 12a  564 shows the correlation between both the height and the strength of the maxima in perturbation 565 temperature and the RI-onset times for the 30 members of the developing composite groups. 566 Both correlations are insignificant over the first 24 h, as no substantial warm core development 567 or changes in TC intensity occur during this time. Over the next 24 h, a weak to moderate 568 correlation between both the height (~0.3) and the strength (~-0.3 to -0.5) of the perturbation 569 temperature maxima and RI-onset time begins to develop, as the GOOD_EARLY members 570 approach RI and warming begins to occur in the low-to mid-levels of only these members. 571
Between 48 and 96 h, relatively strong correlations have developed (~-0.6 to -0.7) 572 between both the height and strength of the maxima in perturbation temperature and RI onset, 573
suggesting that stronger and higher perturbation temperature maxima occur in the members 574 whose RI onsets occur earlier in the simulation. However, much of this signal is simply a result 575 of the divergent RI onsets rather than a driving factor in RI. Part correlations controlling for 576 minimum SLP can account for this divergence, as the first-order part correlation between two 577 variables while controlling for a third variable effectively treats the third as a constant (e.g., 578
Sippel et al. 2011). Both part correlations controlling for minimum SLP fail to exceed ±0.3, 579
indicating that essentially no relationship exists between the strength or height of the maximum 580 perturbation temperature and the subsequent RI-onset time (Fig. 12a) . 581
To examine whether a broader relationship exists between the overall perturbation 582 temperature structure and RI-onset time in this ensemble, the correlation between the vertically 583 averaged inner-core (within 25-km of the surface center) perturbation temperature and RI-onset 584 for the 30 members of the developing composite groups is also calculated (Fig. 12b) . As in the 585 correlations between both the height and the strength of the perturbation temperature maxima, 586 little to no relationship is present over the first 24 h. However, over the next 24 h, a moderate to 587 strong (~-0.5 to -0.8) correlation develops as members begin to approach RI-onset, which 588 remains strong throughout most of the simulation. However, part correlations controlling for 589 minimum SLP drop to zero by 48 h (Fig. 12b) , indicating that essentially all of the relationship 590 between vertically averaged inner-core perturbation temperature and RI-onset results from the 591 divergent ensemble intensities. In addition, by 24 h the correlation between the vertically 592 averaged inner-core perturbation temperature and the strength of the perturbation temperature 593 maxima is ~0.9 (Fig. 12b) , demonstrating that the behavior of the perturbation temperature 594 maxima is strongly correlated with the broader vertical structure of the inner-core temperature. 595 Figure 12c shows the evolution of the correlation between the area-averaged (within 25-596 km radius) vertical profiles of perturbation temperature magnitude and RI-onset time for the 597 members of the developing composites. Between 24 and 48 h, a region of weak to moderate 598 negative correlation (as much as ~-0.6) develops between 2 and 8 km, which is representative of 599 the moderate warming present in the low-to mid-levels of the composites in the times leading up 600 to RI (Figs. 9 and 11 ). Over the next few days of the simulation, as the various composite groups 601 approach their respective RI-onset times, the correlation grows very significantly throughout 602 much of the vertical profile. This result indicates that the perturbation temperatures increase in 603 magnitude according to earlier RI-onset times. However, when the part correlation controlling 604 for current minimum SLP is calculated (Fig. 12d) , the entirety of the significant region of 605 correlation discussed above vanishes, reinforcing the conclusion that the relationship between the 606 inner-core perturbation temperature structure and RI onset results from the diverging intensities 607 in the ensemble. It is therefore unlikely that the evolution of the inner-core temperature structure 608 could be used as a predictor of RI onset in this ensemble. Cross-correlations between RI onset 609 time and warm core development confirm this hypothesis, as the majority of the significantly 610 intensifying members have correlations that peak at lags of 0-6 h after RI onset (not shown). 611
Summary and Conclusions
612
This study examines the evolution of the inner-core temperature structure of Hurricane 613
Edouard (2014), primarily through high-altitude dropsondes deployed during the 2014 campaign 614 of HS3 and a 60-member WRF-EnKF simulation. This ensemble was originally a 5-day real-615 time forecast generated by the PSU Atlantic hurricane forecast and analysis system (extended to 616 7 days in this study), and the resulting ensemble wind field structures have been verified against 617 Doppler wind analyses obtained by the NOAA P-3 aircraft and HS3 dropsondes. Composite 618 groups based on differences in RI-onset timing (first defined in Munsell et al. 2017 ) are utilized 619 to examine the variability associated with Edouard's warm core development. 620
Throughout the 16-17 September HS3 flight, two distinct perturbation temperature 621 structures were measured. The profiles of the innermost dropsondes primarily yielded multiple 622 perturbation temperature maxima of ~10-12 K, centered at 4-6 km and at 7-9 km; some 623 dropsondes have an additional maximum ~10 km. Meanwhile, the dropsondes farther away from 624 the surface center observed a single perturbation temperature maxima of ~6-8 K at heights of 625 ~7-9 km. The inner-core perturbation temperature composites of the members of GOOD_LATE, 626 whose intensities agree with Best Track during the 16-17 September flight, also compare 627 favorably with the HS3 observations. The height of the maximum perturbation temperature at 628
Edouard's peak intensity is slightly lower in GOOD_LATE (~6 km) than observed, and no 629 evidence of multiple perturbation temperature maxima is present in the innermost region of 630
Edouard's eye. However, the overall inner-core temperature structure and the magnitude of the 631 perturbation temperature maxima are comparable between the model composite and the 632
observations. 633
Given this agreement, the increased temporal frequency of the ensemble output allows 634 for additional insight into the development of Edouard's warm core throughout the 635 intensification period to be obtained. Despite as much as 48-60 h of simulation time between RI 636 onset in the GOOD_EARLY, GOOD, and GOOD_LATE members, the evolutions of Edouard's 637 inner-core perturbation temperature have many similarities when compared in an RI-onset time-638 relative framework. All developing composites indicate some moderate warming (~4 K) in the 639 low-to mid-levels (~2-6 km) ~24-48 h prior to RI, but the most significant warming (> 7 K) is 640 present higher in the inner-core (~8 km) and does not occur until at least 24 h after RI begins. 641
Despite broad similarities in the evolution of the inner-core temperature structure of the 642 developing composites with respect to RI-onset time, variability is present within the composite 643 groups. The strength of the maximum inner-core perturbation temperature in the GOOD 644 members at peak intensity varies by as much as 3 K (magnitudes of ~9-12 K), and the height at 645 which this maximum occurs can be as low as 5 km or as high as 9 km. In addition, although 646 moderate low-to mid-level warming is present in nearly all of the members ~24 h prior to RI (as 647 in the composite), the magnitude of this warming varies by ~3 K. Approximately 24 h after RI 648 has begun, as stronger inner-core warming begins to occur, the evolution of the height at which 649 the maximum perturbation temperature occurs differs across the members of GOOD. In 650 particular, the warm core steadily builds upwards in height in some members, while other 651 members have perturbation temperature maxima at relatively constant heights. It should be noted 652 and Zhang (2013), no evidence of an upper-tropospheric warm core is present in any of the 654 members prior to RI, and warming at any level never serves as a trigger for RI since the most 655 significant warming always occurs after RI onset. 656
Although mid-level perturbation temperature maxima always develop in the GOOD 657 members ~24 h after RI onset (primarily due to secondary maxima in static stability at these 658 levels as thoroughly demonstrated in Stern and Zhang 2013b), the causes of the variability in the 659 warm core vertical structure within the composite group (whose members have very similar 660 intensities) need to be explored further. There is some evidence that variations in the strength of 661 the inner-core updrafts, the magnitude of mid-level static stability, and the strength and depth of 662 the intensifying vortex (as measured by inertial stability) can impact the height and strength at 663 which the maximum warming occurs, although these variables are only weakly correlated. 664
To further examine the relationships between inner-core temperature structure and TC 665 intensity more quantitatively, additional correlation analyses are performed. At times throughout 666 the simulation window, the correlation between both the strength and height of the perturbation 667 temperature maxima and RI onset approach moderate to strong values. This is mostly a result of 668 ensemble divergence and not a causal factor for RI in the ensemble, as illustrated by insignificant 669 part correlations controlling for current minimum SLP. These results imply that there is little to 670 no relationship between the strength or height of the maximum perturbation temperature and 671 subsequent TC intensity changes, consistent with Stern and Zhang (2016) and Komaromi and 672 Doyle (2016) . In addition, the correlation between RI onset and the moderate warming in the 673 low-to mid-levels that is observed ~24 h prior to RI also becomes insignificant when controlling 674 for current intensity. This similarly suggests that thermodynamic changes in the inner-core of 675
Edouard likely occur either in tandem with or after intensification has already commenced and 676 are therefore not a useful predictor of RI onset in this ensemble. 677
The conclusion in this study that inner-core temperature structure is unrelated to future 678 intensity changes in the Edouard ensemble is similar to conclusions reached by Stern and Zhang 679 (2016) and Komaromi and Doyle (2016) , which used dropsondes and a deterministic simulation 680 from a single TC (Hurricane Earl 2010) and high-altitude dropsondes from a variety of TCs 681
sampled during HS3 to demonstrate this same point. In addition, despite very similar intensity 682 evolutions within the GOOD composite group, considerable variability exists in the exact 683 temperature structure of the inner-core as significant differences are present in the precise height 684 and strength of the perturbation temperature maxima. Therefore, the intensity of the TC does not 685 dictate the exact details of the vertical profile of inner-core temperature structure. 
